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a b s t r a c t

This paper first describes the process of integrating two distinct transportation simulation
platforms, Traffic Simulation models and Driving Simulators, so as to broaden the range of
applications for which either type of simulator is applicable. To integrate the two distinct
simulation platforms, several technical challenges needed to be overcome including recon-
ciling differences in update frequency, coordinate systems, and the fidelity levels of the
vehicle dynamics models and graphical rendering requirements of the two simulators.
Following the successful integration, the integrated simulator was validated by having sev-
eral human subjects drive a 2.5 mile long segment of a signalized arterial in both the virtual
environment of the integrated simulator, and in the real-world during the evening ‘‘rush
hour’’. Several aspects of driving behavior were then compared between the human
subjects’ driving in the ‘‘virtual’’ and the real world. The comparisons revealed generally
similar behavior, in terms of average corridor-level travel time, deceleration/acceleration
patterns, lane-changing behavior, as well as energy consumption and emissions produc-
tion. The paper concludes by suggesting possible extensions of the developed prototype
which the researchers are currently pursuing, including integration with a computer
networking simulator, to facilitate Connected Vehicle (CV) and Vehicle Ad-hoc Network
(VANET) related studies, and a multiple participant component that allows several human
drivers to interact simultaneously within the integrated simulator.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The transportation community has for long used two distinct types of simulator types, but with no true integration. On
one hand, the community used microscopic Traffic Simulation (TS) models for evaluating the system performance of trans-
portation networks from an operational standpoint (Transportation Research Board, 2000), and on the other, it used Driving
Simulators (DS) for evaluating the response of individual human subjects within a virtual in order to study various aspects
related to driver behavior, human factors and safety evaluations.
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Each simulator type, when used independently, has its own set of limitations. While TS models allow for capturing the
dynamics of full-scale traffic networks, they lack driver behavioral realism, since vehicle movements are based on idealistic
car-following models that are often simplifications of reality. This limits the application of traffic simulators to the analysis of
the transportation system mainly from an operational efficiency standpoint, and pays little regard to safety considerations.
Archer (2000), for example, noted that existing microscopic simulation models, based on available car following, gap-accep-
tance, and lane-changing models lack the level-of-detail required for safety evaluations, which demand models that reflect
errors in drivers’ perception, decision-making, and actions (Saccomanno and Cunto, 2006). Moreover, because human driving
behavior is not modeled in detail in TS, it is insufficient to evaluate the effectiveness of eco-driving strategies and applica-
tions, which have received increased attention recently and which attempt to encourage drivers to change their driving
behavior (e.g., the way they accelerate or decelerate) so to conserve energy.

DS, on the other hand, allow for studying driver behavior by immersing human subjects within a virtual simulation envi-
ronment and monitoring their reactions. Unfortunately, however, DS often lack traffic authenticity and transportation net-
work realism, since in the majority of DSs, accompanying traffic is often pre-programmed and does not react according to the
real-time actions of the human subject who is operating the human-driven vehicle. Moreover, the lack of transportation net-
work realism of many driving simulators limits their application to a small subset of vehicle scenarios (e.g. a single roadway
intersection) versus transportation system-level evaluations.

An interesting concept that has emerged over the last decade is the prospect of integrating microscopic traffic simulation
and driving simulators (see Section 2.1 for more details). The TS environment provides a realistic representation of the trans-
portation network and the prevailing traffic conditions (e.g., congestion levels, availability of gaps, speeds, and intersection
queues), beyond what is currently possible using a standalone DS. Simultaneously, input from the driving simulation pro-
vides for authentic driver behavior, which is particularly important for understanding the impact of individual driver behav-
ior on system-level performance. While such a concept has been proposed for several years now, there are still several issues
that need to be resolved to provide a complete and accurate integration. Moreover, because integration attempts are rela-
tively recent and largely exploratory in nature, there appears to have been very limited focus on validating the resulting inte-
grated simulator. The term ‘‘Validation’’ used in this context refers to the process of determining the degree to which a model
or simulation is an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model or sim-
ulation (e.g., Balci, 1998).

The current paper contributes to this emerging area of research, by first describing a successful integration of these two
heterogeneous simulation platforms and how the challenges encountered were overcome; the result is a prototype system
that allows a human participant to drive a subject vehicle within the virtual driving simulation environment amidst traffic from
the microscopic traffic simulation, which intelligently responds to the actions made by the human driver. Following this, the paper
describes an exploratory research study aimed at validating the integrated TS–DS platform by comparing the performance of
human subjects both within the virtual environment of the integrated simulator as well as in the real-world. The contribu-
tion of the current paper is therefore twofold: (1) describing the authors’ research on overcoming the challenges of integrat-
ing TS and DS; and (2) describing a procedure for the validation of the resulting simulator, and proposing a number of
metrics or performance measures for assessing validity.

The paper is organized as follows. Section two provides a brief overview of previous attempts at integrating traffic and
driving simulators. The section also cites some examples of previous studies aimed at validating and calibrating stand-alone
TS models, on one hand, and stand-alone DS on the other. Section three describes the main components making up the inte-
grated simulator developed in this study. Note that in addition to the two main components, namely the TS and DS, the inte-
grated simulation framework developed herein includes a detailed emissions model to allow for evaluating green and eco-
driving applications. Section four discusses the integration and the validation methodologies. The results from the validation
study are then presented in section five. The paper concludes by summarizing the main conclusions derived from the study
and describing the authors’ future plans for further developments and enhancements to the integrated simulation
framework.
2. Literature review

2.1. Integrated traffic/driving simulation

In recent years, there have been a handful of attempts aimed at integrating TS and DS, including previous and ongoing
work by the current research team (e.g., Hulme et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2012). A sampling of the most relevant of those stud-
ies is presented here, chronologically.

Jin and Lam (2003) carried out a study on driving behavior with a preliminary integrated traffic and driving simulator. The
integration utilized route choices dictated by Variable Message Signs (VMS), however, no validation of the integrated frame-
work was described in the paper (it was just mentioned as a recommendation for future research). Maroto et al. (2006) pro-
posed a micro-simulation model with a user-driven vehicle surrounded by simulated traffic – referred to as the ‘‘control
zone’’. The authors proposed two layers to address the surrounding traffic: (1) driver model and (2) vehicle model, respec-
tively. As part of the validation/analysis, the root mean square error (RMSE) of simulation speed versus speeds encountered
during the field test was observed.
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Similarly, Olstam et al. (2008) proposed a framework in which a driving simulator was surrounded by an inner micro-
simulation region and two outer meso-scopic simulation regions. Moreover, a validation study was carried out that inves-
tigated: (1) the number of vehicles that came from behind to overtake the driving simulator vehicle; (2) traffic flow both
in front of and behind the driving simulator vehicle; no detailed validation of individual driver behavior was attempted how-
ever. Yan et al. (2008) investigated the credibility of a driving simulator to address safety issues at a single signalized inter-
section. Simulation outputs were compared with the field counts in terms of traveling speed and accident/incident
occurrences. It should be noted, however, that those studies did not really involve integrating a commercial traffic simulation
model with a driving simulator, as is considered herein, but rather focused on enhancing the driving simulator by attempting
to make background traffic more intelligent. That and Casas (2011) proposed a framework combining a traffic simulator
Aimsun and a driving simulator SCANER, but their integrated framework was not formally validated.

The closest study to the current work is the one by Punzo and Ciuffo (2011), who proposed four main requirements for
appropriately integrating TS and DS models. These are: (1) accurate road matching between traffic and driving simulators;
(2) synchronization of traffic and driving modules with real time; (3) consistency of the updating calculation frequency; and
(4) management of background traffic visualization. Building on the work of Punzo and Ciuffo, the current work addresses
additional challenges not previously addressed by them, such as the integration of a an emissions model, and ideas for exten-
sion to a multiple-participant driving environment and communication network simulation capacity. Moreover, the current
work includes a comprehensive validation component, which was missing from Punzo and Ciuffo (2011).

2.2. Simulator validation

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at a comprehensive validation of an integrated traffic-driving sim-
ulation environment. In this section we review recent researches involving the validation and calibration of stand-alone traf-
fic and driving simulators. The approaches and criteria used in those previous researches provided some useful hints for
validating the integrated simulator.

2.2.1. Traffic simulation model validation approaches and criteria
The primary objective of the validation step in the traffic simulation model development and deployment cycle is to as-

sess the extent to which the simulated traffic network can replicate conditions observed on the real life network. However,
the stochastic nature of the transportation system (e.g., in terms of traffic demand and vehicle and driver mix) makes it chal-
lenging to capture and quantify the degree of validation or even to arrive at a strict definition of the traffic validation itself.
Several previous studies proposed frameworks for validating TS models via statistical methods and hypothesis testing;
examples include Horiguchi et al. (1995), Rakha et al. (1996), Fellendorf and Vortisch (2001), Krajzewicz et al. (2002), Sacks
et al. (2002), Park and Schneeberger (2003), Toledo et al. (2003), Ni et al. (2004), Brockfeld et al. (2004), Jha et al. (2004),
Toledo and Koutsopoulos (2004), Smith et al. (2008), Lawe et al. (2009), and Ciuffo et al. (2012). In addition, COST, an inter-
governmental framework for European Cooperation in Science and Technology, has recently initiated the MULTITUDE pro-
ject whose primary object is support the application of traffic simulation models, and to develop sound methodologies for
their calibration and validation (COST, 2012).

Generally speaking, those previous validation efforts either considered macroscopic measures for validation such as
aggregate traffic flow, speed and travel time, or microscopic measures in terms of individual driving behavior. For instance,
Toledo et al. (2003) validated the MITSIMLab model under congested traffic conditions by first calibrating the traffic simu-
lator with sensor data at aggregate level, and then compared observed and simulated flow, point-to-point travel time and
queue length a year later. Wu et al. (2003) describe a case study for how to validate a microscopic simulation model, includ-
ing the car-following models used, utilizing time series data collected by an instrumented vehicle. Oketch and Carrick (2005)
conducted a validation of a traffic network modeled in Paramics through comparing the model results to the field data
including traffic volumes, intersections turning movements, average travel time and approach queues. Park and Kwak
(2011) proposed an experimental design approach to validate the distribution of travel times. Most recently, Jie et al.
(2013) describe the calibration of a microscopic simulation model for use in emissions calculations, which requires the cal-
ibration of driving behavior parameters using real trajectories.

2.2.2. Driving simulator validation approaches and criteria
Broadly speaking, DS validation typically focuses on a specific driving task, and usually involves comparing on-road and

simulator driving with regards to a specific driving performance measure, such as driving speed (Bella, 2008; Godley et al.,
2002), lane position, steering behavior (McGehee et al., 2004; Riener, 2011) and braking performance (Hoffman et al. 2002;
Bédard et al., 2010; Karl et al. 2013). Alternatively, some researchers use self-reported questionnaires to assess the measure-
ment validity of data derived from a driving simulator (Reimer et al., 2006; Richer and Bergeron, 2012).

The majority of the validation studies identified in this literature assume that under similar conditions, drivers behave in
the simulator as they behave in the real-world (Blana, 1996; Hoskins and El-Gindy, 2006); the current study also makes that
assumption when it compares the driving performance (within the integrated simulator) to driving performance in the real-
world. Other researchers argue that an external incentive is necessary for simulator studies, because there is a lack of time
pressure and the feeling at risk when driving a simulator (Gelau et al., 2011). However, as the objective of our study is to
compare simulator driving with actual everyday driving, such incentives may not be necessary. In our experiment, we offer
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no time constraint for the driver, and we generally assume that there has no more than minimum risk in the field portion of
the comparison study.

There are two different groups of criteria for validation of driving simulators. First, from a simulator developer’s perspec-
tive, the concern is with the difference in a subject’s performance between the two environments (i.e., virtual vs. real-world).
Within this group, the validation criteria can be classified into those referring to relative and to absolute validity. Relative
validity indicates the subject’s performance in the simulator behavior approximates but not exactly replicates the real-
world. It requires that the performance difference of a subject driving in the simulator and on the road is of the same order
and direction under similar conditions (Blana, 1996). Absolute validity, on the other hand, requires that the performance in
the two worlds is about equal or the same. Most researchers have used both the absolute and relative criteria for validating
their driving simulators (Shechtman et al., 2009; Underwood et al., 2011; Yan et al., 2008). A number of the metrics used in
the current study refer to absolute validity, examples include metrics such as average travel time, acceleration and deceler-
ation distance, whereas other metrics refer to relative validity. Second, from a social scientist’s perspective, the concern is
primarily with the validity of the driving subject’s behavior on a tactical and strategic level, such as evaluating novice driver’s
performance (Chan et al., 2010; Mayhew et al., 2011), driving behavior after alcohol intake (Helland et al., 2013) and inter-
action with in-vehicle informational interface design (Wang et al., 2010).

3. Integrated simulator core components

This section provides a brief overview of the core components making up the integrated simulation framework, namely
the driving simulator, the traffic simulation model, and an emissions model. The integration of these components is de-
scribed in Section 4.1.

3.1. Driving simulator: hardware

The driving simulator utilized in the current research study consists of a six degree-of-freedom electrically actuated mo-
tion platform. Two passengers are accommodated in a front-seat vehicle passenger cabin (a 1999 Ford Contour). The driver
supplies inputs to the simulator using a steering wheel (force feedback, with a 900� rotational stroke), three pressure mod-
ulated/adjustable floor pedals (gas, brake, and clutch), and a console gear-shifter with programmable buttons. Additional
simulation hardware includes an Emergency-STOP switch, a four-screen (Front, Left, Right, and Rear-view, hexagonally ar-
ranged), front-projected XVGA + visualization system (4:3, 80 � 60, 1400 � 1050 pixel resolution), and a 2.1 channel stereo
sound system.

3.2. Microscopic traffic simulation model

For modeling the traffic microscopically, Paramics – version 6.9 (Quadstone Ltd., 2013) was selected for this study. Param-
ics is a commercial suite of microscopic traffic simulation software for modeling freeway and arterial networks. The primary
reason for selecting Paramics for this study is the fact that it has an add-on module called Programmer, which is a compre-
hensive development Application Programmer Interface (API). Programmer allows the user to retrieve output values, assign
input parameters, and augment the core simulation with new functions and driver behavior. This capability was critical for
integrating the traffic and driving simulations together.

3.3. Emissions modeling

To allow for using the integrated DS-TS platform to evaluate eco-driving and other green transportation initiatives, the
integrated platform was linked to the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) MOtor Vehicle Emission Simulator model
(MOVES) model (Environmental Protection Agency Office of Transportation and Air, 2011). MOVES2010 is a state-of-the-
art emissions model, which was developed by EPA to address the limitations of existing emissions models. One unique
advantage of the MOVES2010 model is the ability to perform operational, project-level emissions analysis. Since the release
of MOVES in 2010, a number of transportation and environmental researchers have begun to investigate its use in evaluating
the impact of transportation improvements, strategies and policies on emissions (Chamberlin et al., 2011; Xie et al., 2011;
Papson et al., 2012; Wei et al., 2012).

At the present time, MOVES offer users three different options to define a link’s vehicle activity data for the purposes of
calculating emissions and fuel consumption. These are:

� The average speed and road type approach: This approach utilizes default driving cycles associated with a given speed,
grade and road type. The approach is commonly used in the absence of detailed information regarding traffic flow dynam-
ics on a given link, and provides the least resolution because the default driving cycles would not typically be sensitive to
project-level traffic improvement for example. Moreover, using an average speed cannot really capture the localized
idling, deceleration and acceleration emissions associated with traffic flow at intersections, and hence cannot evaluate
the environmental benefits of say signal timing optimization.
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� The link-drive schedule approach: This approach allows the user to define a second-by-second speed profile for a generic
vehicle representative of the driving cycle for multiple vehicles. Specifically, the user is required to define the precise
speed and grade as a function of time for a given roadway link. Based on this, MOVES constructs an Operating Mode dis-
tribution upon which the link running emissions are then calculated.
� The direct operating mode distribution approach: In this approach, the user may specify the operating mode distribution for

a given link directly. The supplied distribution will define the fraction of time vehicles would be in a given operating
mode.

In linking MOVES to the integrated DS–TS platform, this study used the link-drive schedule approach described above.
Second-by-second vehicle trajectory profiles, from both the driving simulator and the microscopic traffic model, served as
input to MOVES, thus forming an integrated simulation-based framework. It is to be noted that the researchers have recently
researched how to best link simulation models to MOVES using the link-drive schedule approach (the reader is referred to
Zhao and Sadek (2013) for more details).
4. Integration and validation methods

4.1. TS–DS integration framework

Fig. 1 serves as the focal point of this discussion, as it illustrates the procedure for the high-level integration between the
driving and traffic simulation environments. The integrated simulator consists of three components: DS, TS and Intermediary
Simulation Middleware (ISM).

At the DS component, a human driver sits inside the driving simulation vehicle, and provides inputs to the simulation by
way of a steering wheel, and both a gas pedal and brake pedal. Those user (i.e., human subject driver) inputs subsequently
serve as input to the vehicle dynamics module (VDM), which implements the well-known ‘‘Bicycle Model’’ of an automobile
(Milliken and Whitcomb, 1956). This simplified but effective vehicle model treats the pair of tires at each end of the vehicle
as a single tire. There is no roll degree of freedom, so the vehicle will not ‘‘fall over’’. Given the previously described inputs,
the state outputs for the VDM include: vehicle position and orientation, velocities (current, maximum, and average), accel-
erations, tire forces, and tire operating conditions. Those outputs are then used for motion processing and audio rendering.
More specifically, for motion processing, the vehicle states are converted into roll, pitch, yaw, heave, surge, and sway (i.e., the
six degrees of freedom (DOF) of the motion platform of the simulator). Due to the finite stroke length of each of the motion
platform actuators, this conversion involves scaling, limiting, and tilt coordination (e.g., Romano, 2003); sub-processes of a
methodology known as washout filtering (e.g., Bowles et al., 1975). For audio rendering, OpenAL is implemented, including:
vehicle ignition, engine tone (which varies according to vehicle speed/RPMs), squealing tires (which vary in accordance with
the calculated slip angles), hazard/danger cues, and vehicle shutdown.

At the TS component (shown on the right side of Fig. 1), one vehicle is selected to mimic or mirror the behavior of the
human subject in the DS (this vehicle is called the ‘‘subject’’ vehicle and is shown in red3 in Fig. 1). Overriding the default
behavior of the subject vehicle is accomplished by utilizing functions from Paramics custom API libraries. Specifically, ISM pro-
vides the capacity to seize full control of that vehicle within the TS, and overrides the TS default ‘‘Driver Model’’ with the actions
of the human subject in the driving simulator. Moreover, ISM piggybacks dynamic information of the environment from TS
component to DS, including background traffic position/orientation and traffic light status. This allows the human subject in
the DS to view a realistic picture of surrounding traffic (denoted by the blue color), which now responds to the actions of
the live driver, a feature which is most often lacking in stand-alone driving simulator implementations. ISM relays the real-time
human input to the traffic simulation such that here, one chosen vehicle’s speed and position/orientation are overridden by the
actions of the live driver in the driving simulator.
3 For interpretation of color in Fig. 1, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
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A typical session of the integrated simulator is as the follows: At the starting point, the desired subject vehicle is selected
from the traffic simulation vehicles after a network warm-up period, which fills the network with a calibrated level of con-
gestion (traffic demand). From that point onward, the movement of the selected (subject) vehicle mirrors the vehicle dy-
namic outputs generated from the human driver’s inputs, including: timestamp, steering wheel angle, gas pedal position,
brake pedal position, vehicle speed, and vehicle heading. Other vehicles that are surrounding the subject vehicle will react
according to the driver model specified in ISM. After the session, emission is calculated offline base on the trace output.

ISM is therefore the major component in the design and development of the integrated simulator. It has two major func-
tions: First, it controls and coordinates the communication between DS and TS. Besides information relay, ISM is responsible
for synchronizing each component and maintaining the order of each action. For example, whereas the entire data flow loop
(Fig. 1) operates at 60 Hz, Paramics, by design, operates at a maximum of 30 Hz due. To overcome this disparity, all dynamic
information (e.g., states of the traffic signals, traffic vehicle positions and orientations) sent from Paramics to the driving sim-
ulation are linearly interpolated to provide a state ‘‘estimate’’ for each missing data frame.

Second, ISM provides an interface which allows for customized driver models, and additional vehicles and infrastructure
elements to be added to the integrated simulator in the future (for example for testing Connected Vehicles (CVs) and other
Cyber Transportation System (CTS) applications). As just one example to illustrate the utility of such a design, consider the
fact that the driver models in Paramics, and practically the majority of the state-of-the-art traffic simulators currently on the
market, are limited to ‘‘normal’’ driving behaviors in which vehicles will strictly follow the car-following and lane-changing
model, with ‘‘zero’’ mistakes. Those Driver models do not account for how drivers would respond to collision avoidance
warning messages from a CV application, for example. They also do not allow abnormal driving behaviors such that ‘‘running
red light’’ and ‘‘rear end collision’’. The ISM design provides the ability to supply the environment with ‘‘customized’’ Driver
Models that can reproduce the behavior of interest.
4.2. Design challenges and solutions

Throughout the course of developing the integrated simulator, several challenges were overcome and numerous refine-
ments were introduced in order to improve the performance, authenticity, and reliability of the integrated simulation envi-
ronment, compared to our initial exploratory study (Hulme et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2013). Among the various changes that
were instituted are the followings:
4.2.1. Graphics rendering
Although Paramics provides a built-in 3D visualization model, in this study, the full virtual environment (i.e., building

models, trees, road signs, etc.) was recreated in the DS component. There were numerous reasons for opting not to use
Paramics own visualization model, but to recreate the virtual environment from scratch in the DS. Specifically, recreating
the environment allowed the study to utilize the multi-screen capability of the DS (including projecting the view from
the rear-view mirror). It also allowed for a wide field-of-view graphics scene, and enabled increasing the graphics rendering
frame rate from 30 Hz (the maximum afforded by Paramics) to 60 Hz which provided for a much smoother scene. Moreover,
recreating the environment allowed the researchers to customize the scene and to make it much more realistic. It also en-
abled overcoming some limitations in Paramics built-in environment. For example, Paramics environment does not allow for
displaying a vehicle’s rear braking lights or turning signals. The customized environment designed for the integrated simu-
lator provides for such displays.
4.2.2. TS vehicle behavior
The researchers’ preliminary studies (e.g., Hulme et al., 2010) revealed that the maximum update rate provided by Param-

ics (i.e., 30 Hz) did not provide for a smooth enough movement of vehicles from the standpoint of the human subjects in the
DS (achieving this required a minimum of 60 Hz). To address this, one additional feature which was added to the current
version of the integrated simulator, is the ability to provide for traffic vehicle path interpolation. Specifically, because the
TS operated (maximally) at 30 Hz, and the DS at 60 Hz, the trajectory for each vehicle had to be extrapolated, at every other
frame of data, based on the most recently received data points. This simple measure was very effective at increasing vehicle
smoothness and decreasing the motion ‘‘flutter’’ that was observed during the preliminary studies.

Another TS challenge involved how to make the turning behavior of vehicles appear smooth to human subjects in the DS.
In Paramics, it is only possible to retrieve and override the vehicle location and orientation when a vehicle is traversing a link.
For vehicles within the intersection area (i.e. beyond the link), this unfortunately is not possible. This resulted in a sudden
change in vehicles’ headings at intersections, which was unpleasant for the human subjects in the DS. To tackle the chal-
lenge, a routine was designed to generate a smoother turning maneuver via the gradual interpolation between the orienta-
tions of the exiting link and the target link. The last modification involves allowing Paramics to ‘‘tolerate’’ driver errors. As is
well known, simulated vehicles in Paramics strictly operate under an ideal, error-free driving world, in which vehicles al-
ways keep inside lanes and never violate stop lines. When human driver took over the control, and committed driving mis-
takes, Paramics would lose track of the vehicle. Different Paramics API functions were utilized to override the default, error-
free behavior of vehicles in order to make the model ‘‘tolerate’’ such errors.
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4.2.3. DS control fidelity
Various issues with controlling the subject vehicle in the driving simulator operated less than optimally in the authors’

first pilot study (Hulme et al., 2010). Specifically, lane changing behavior of the subject vehicle acted less as a true steering
capacity, and more as a binary, lane-changing feature. This was primarily due to the limitation of the traffic simulator’s vehi-
cle dynamics models, since TS are typically not concerned with the exact location of a vehicle within a given lane; just which
lane the vehicle is driving in is what is needed. For the DS, however, this is quite significant. Anchoring the scene graphics
rendering on the DS side (as described in Section 4.2.1), gave the researchers’ the freedom to operate the subject vehicle with
a true, smooth steering mechanism. This also allowed for smoother motion of the adjacent traffic vehicles (as described in
Section 4.2.2).

4.2.4. Coordinate transformation
There were two subtle challenges regarding the coordinate system. The first challenge was the difference in location rep-

resentation in the TS and DS. Specifically, in the TS, vehicle location was defined by the link number the vehicle was on, and
its distance from the downstream node or intersection. The DS, on the other hand, used a coordinate-based reference system.
Routines were thus developed to allow for location translation. After receiving the coordinates from the DS, routines were
designed using Paramics APIs whose function was to pinpoint the best match for the link the vehicle was on, the distance to
the link end, and current lane the vehicle was driving in. This information was then used to update the subject vehicle’s loca-
tion. The second challenge was with respect to the road network digitization in the virtual environment. Although road net-
work data are publically available online, they usually suffer from low precision and are prone to changes. The current study
started with network data from OpenStreetMap, and then manually calibrated and validated the details of the network con-
figuration with the latest Google Map satellite images. While this was a labor intensive task, it ensured the accuracy of the
simulated environment.

4.2.5. Computational complexity reduction and load balance
Unlike previous attempts of integrating TS and DS, which performed either partial (Jin and Lam, 2003) or offline integra-

tion (Vladisavljevic et al., 2009) due to implementation difficulties, the current study fully integrated the TS and DS by taking
advantage of the latest advances in computer hardware and by implementing various steps to reduce computational com-
plexity and balance the workload between TS and DS. First, a ‘‘draw-as-you-go’’ strategy was adopted to render the sur-
rounding objects that were in the ‘‘vicinity’’ of the human subject’s vehicle; specifically the ‘‘vicinity’’ of the vehicle was
defined as all objects within a circle whose radius was equal to 200 m and whose center coincided with the subject vehicle’s
location. Information about traffic signal status and surrounding vehicles was only exchanged if they were within that circle,
which significantly reduced the computational burden without reducing the visual fidelity.

Second, any large volume of communication data was decomposed into smaller, consecutive packages. For example,
while traffic signal status information needed less frequent updates compared to surrounding vehicles’ location, they created
a surge of communication workload. To address this, the communication workload was first buffered and then spread into
consecutive packages. Third, the simulator’s computational efficiency was improved by simplifying unnecessary details. For
example, Chebyshev distance (also known as chessboard distance) was used, instead of the Euclidean distance, to calculate
frequently performed distance related tasks (e.g., collision detection, testing of whether an object is within participant’s sight
etc.); this reduced the computational complexity of such tasks from polynomial to linear.

4.3. Simulator validation framework

With the modified environment designed and tested, the research team was ready to attempt a validation effort based on
the integrated components of the traffic and driving simulators. A framework was developed to perform a preliminary ‘‘val-
idation’’ of the integrated simulator, whose basic premise was to compare drivers’ performance data collected within the
simulation environment, to analogous performance data collected when the same drivers drove an actual vehicle on the
same (physical) roadways that had been modeled within the simulator. For this study, 15 participants were recruited, 11
males and 4 females, ranging in age from 21 to 39 years, with an average of 26.13 years. All participants were graduate stu-
dents or staff members from the University at Buffalo, and had a minimum of 2 years driving experience. The validation
experiment thus involved two parts: (1) Road Test; and (2) Simulator Test, as described below.

4.3.1. Road Test
In the road test, participants were asked to drive their own vehicle along a 2.5 mile path of Bailey Avenue and Millersport

Highway, consisting of a total of 10 signalized intersections (as shown in Fig. 2). The Northbound excursion began (on the
South end) at Balley-Winspear intersection, and concluded (on the North end) at just beyond the intersection of Millersport
Highway and Hartford Avenue. The entire trip was divided into 4 courses (i.e. two round trips from north to south). Each test
vehicle was equipped with an on-board diagnostic device called Car Chip Pro (Davis Instruments, 2012) to serve as a driving
and engine performance monitor. The device was plugged into the vehicle’s on-board diagnostics (OBD-II) port (located on
most vehicles, under the dashboard). Once connected, a driver operates the vehicle normally, and then data from the device
can be downloaded to a PC by way of a standard USB cable.



Fig. 2. Driving excursion.
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In this experiment, the Car Chip Pro units were used to record second-by-second vehicle data that included the time
stamp, distance traveled, speed, instances of extreme acceleration and braking, and relevant engine parameters (e.g. engine
load, fuel pressure, throttle position, and emissions status). As an auxiliary location tracker, a low-cost GPS receiver was also
used. The GPS provided the study with a timestamp, location information and GPS traces at 1 Hz; the location information
helped complement the data collected from the Car Chip Pro units.

When conducting the field tests, one observer rode with the participant (i.e. the driver) to record participant’s driving
behavior data that could not be collected easily from the Car Chip Pro or the GPS receiver (e.g., to count the number of lane
changes). The observer also provided navigation guidance to the driver. In order to retain a consistent traffic condition, all the
experiments were conducted during rush hour in weekday afternoons, specifically, between 4:00 pm and 6:00 pm Tuesday
to Thursday. The entire road test took two weeks.
4.3.2. Simulator Test
The same corridor driven by the drivers in the field test (see previous section) was then modeled in great detail in the

Paramics traffic simulation model. Before conducting the validation study in the simulator, the signal timings and traffic flow
data were carefully calibrated to replicate the real-world traffic condition, so that the testing participants can experience
similar driving experiences in the driving simulator as they do in the field. Specifically, for the ten intersections, the turning
movement data were manually collected, translated into Origin–Destination demand matrix using Paramics Estimator, and
then implemented in the micro-simulation Model. Exact signal timings and phases were also manually collected and coded
in the model to replicate the exact traffic condition in the field.

While the researchers did their best to capture real-world conditions, it should be noted that it is almost impossible to
guarantee that each individual testing driver would experience exactly the same traffic conditions in the real-world and
in the simulator due to the complex and stochastic nature of the transportation system (for example, the same driver
may arrive on green at a given intersection in the real-world, but arrive on red at that same intersection in the simulator).
Given this, some of the validation metrics the study utilized looked at the aggregate system behavior or average driver per-
formance (e.g., comparing the average corridor-level travel time for all drivers in the field and in the simulator), whereas
others looked at measures that are not specific to a given intersection (e.g., comparing acceleration behavior from a stop
to the corridor speed limit). This will be explained in more detail later in Section 5.
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With the corridor modeled in the integrated simulator, the same group of participants was then asked to drive the same
path in the integrated simulator. In an effort to authenticate the driving environment, major structures and landmarks were
modeled in great detail, along with road signs and vegetation. During the simulator tests, a variety of useful data (pertaining
both to individual driver performance and to vehicle performance) were collected in real-time, and at a high frame rate (i.e.,
typically 60 Hz). The data channels included the following: elapsed time (seconds), longitudinal vehicle force (i.e., ‘‘throttle’’),
(lb.), vehicle velocity (ft./s), vehicle position (XYZ) (ft.), vehicle heading (degrees), longitudinal and lateral acceleration (ft./
s2), front and rear tire slip angles (degrees), and a variety of other output channels.
5. Validation results

For the present research study, the performance evaluation compared the following aspects of driver’s behavior between
the real-world and the simulator: (1) the average corridor-level travel time for all 15 drivers (from Point A to Point B); (2) the
acceleration and deceleration profiles of individual drivers; (3) the number of lane changes for individual drivers while driv-
ing the course of the test segment; and (4) the trip’s energy consumption and vehicular emissions for individual drivers. The
results are briefly summarized below.
5.1. Average travel time

As previously mentioned, each participant was asked to drive the test corridor twice in each direction (for a total of four
courses per driver) and the corridor-level trip travel time for each participant was recorded; in the subsequent discussion,
courses 1 and 3 refer to driving from the north end to the south end (i.e. southbound travel), and courses 2 and 4 to driving in
the other direction (i.e. northbound travel). Because the exact traffic conditions are likely to vary from one run to another, the
comparison looked at the average trip travel time for all 15 drivers. However, we distinguish between driving in the north-
bound and southbound direction, and between the first and second run for a given direction. The results are shown in Fig. 3.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the average total trip travel time in the simulator and the field appear to be quite close to one
another. Specifically, the percent difference between the travel times in the field and the simulator were 7.6%, 4.3%, 8.8% and
3.5% for courses 1 through 4, respectively. While the differences were small, the travel time in the simulator was consistently
slightly shorter than in the real road test. This could be explained by the fact that the perception of risk in the simulated road
is lower than in the real road (this is in fact consistent with previous studies such as those conducted by Bella (2008) and
Törnros (1998)). Moreover, it can be seen that the travel time from the north to the south end (course 1, 3) was slightly larger
than from the south to north, and that both the road test and simulator test showed the same trend. This is obviously be-
cause of different signalization and traffic conditions in each direction.

To better quantify the difference between the simulation and field travel time, Table 1 below provides the mean and stan-
dard deviation for each test. In this case, the results from the two runs were combined in order to have a larger sample size
that allows for statistical testing (i.e. the results from courses 1 and 3 were combined to represent travel time from the north
to the south ends, and the same was done with courses 2 and 4). Hypothesis testing was then conducted for the southbound
(courses 1 and 3) and northbound (courses 2 and 4) directions separately, with the null hypothesis being that the mean tra-
vel time in the simulation test equaled the mean travel time in the field. An unpaired two sample t-test confirmed that the
population mean of the simulation travel time is not statistically different from the population mean in the field, at a signif-
icance level of 0.01 and 0.05, for traveling to the south and north ends, respectively.
Fig. 3. Average travel time in each course.



Table 1
Travel time statistics.

Sample size Mean (s) Standard deviation (s)

(a) Travel from north to south end (courses 1 and 3)
Road 30 527.7 60.6
Simulation 30 484.3 65.6

(b) Travel from south to north end (courses 2 and 4)
Road 30 480.0 52.7
Simulation 30 461.2 50.0

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. (a–d) Acceleration and declaration profiles for a given participant.
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5.2. Acceleration and declaration profiles

Besides comparing the average travel time, another important aspect of driver behavior that was validated was the accel-
eration and deceleration profiles of drivers in the simulation environment compared to the field. Fig. 4(a–d) compares those
profiles in the simulation against the field-observed profiled. Given space limitations, the profiles of only one test participant
are shown in the figure, and only ‘‘smooth’’ accelerating/decelerating profiles were selected for comparison (e.g., acceleration
profiles that were ‘‘interrupted’’, perhaps because of a vehicle in front for example, are not included). For acceleration, the
speed trajectory was truncated when the speed reached 35 mph, whereas for deceleration, the trajectories compared all
started from the same speed.

Comparing Fig. 4(a) and (b), a relatively close match between the road and simulation acceleration profiles can be dis-
cerned. Specifically, most of the acceleration profiles, in both the road and simulation tests, required approximately 12–
18 s in order to reach a speed of 35 mph. Moreover, they share a similar trend – a fast start at the beginning followed by
a gradual increase. The similarity was also observed in the deceleration profiles described by Fig. 4(c) and (d), although it
was noticeable that the test driver tended to take a slightly shorter time to come to a full stop in the simulator test, ranging
from 4 to 20 s, compared to a time period ranging between 7 and 26 s in the field. Such a difference might have been caused
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by the resolution projection of the test bed in the simulator environment, which made its look-ahead distance not look as
long as it is in the real world. This in turn meant that the distance from which test drivers could see and acquire the signal
information was slightly shorter in the simulation compared to the field.

For a more aggregate comparison of acceleration and deceleration behavior, the study also compared the average accel-
eration and deceleration distance of all participants. It should be noted that in calculating the average acceleration and decel-
eration distances, there were at least two technical issues that had to be addressed. The first is that the deceleration or
acceleration distances happened at different intersections throughout the corridor since we had no control of where exactly
each participant would come to a full stop (i.e., at which intersection). The second is that the maximum speed reached could
be different from one acceleration instance to another, since the speed limit varied slightly over the simulated corridor (there
are sections that had a 40 mph speed limit, others that had a 35 mph, and a third group that had a speed limit of only
30 mph). To address these problems, while the profile selection was not restricted to a particular intersection (to increase
the sample size), the profiles were truncated at a ceiling value of 30 mph (i.e. we only considered that part of the profile
where the speed was below 30 mph to calculate the deceleration or acceleration distance). In addition, the study once again
only considered the smooth profiles where the driver accelerated from/decelerated to a full stop in a gradual manner (i.e.
without changing from acceleration to deceleration or vice versa).

The results are shown on Fig. 5, which again confirms that the driver’s acceleration and deceleration behavior on the road
are very similar to those in the integrated simulator. Specifically, as can be seen, the average acceleration distance was
0.0565 mile (or 299 feet) in the road test, compared to 0.0575 mile (or 303 feet) in the simulator, a difference of only around
1.7%. On the other hand, the deceleration or stopping) distance was 0.0504 mile (or 266 feet) in the field, compared to 0.0501
mile (or 265 feet) in the simulation, a difference of only 0.6%. It is also worth noting that the road test was conducted using a
variety of different vehicles (each driver used his/her own vehicle), which meant that the acceleration/deceleration ability
Fig. 5. Average acceleration and deceleration distance of all participants.

Fig. 6. Total number of lane for each participant.



(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. (a–c) Average emission of each participant.
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could have affected the acceleration/deceleration distance. The fact that the average distance was almost identical between
the field and simulation confirm the intuition that, while traveling along a congested arterial (the experiments were
conducted during the evening peak hour), the acceleration or deceleration distance are primarily dependent upon traffic



(a) (b)

Fig. 8. (a) Driver 4, (b) driver 6 speed frequency distribution.
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conditions and the congestion level and not upon the vehicle type, because a participant’s driving speed is usually
constrained by the vehicle ahead.

5.2.1. Lane change behavior
Another validation metric which the study looked at was the total the number of lane changes which each participant made

both in the simulator and during the road test. Fig. 6 shows the total lane change count during the entire 2.5 miles trip (for all
four courses) for each of the 15 test drivers. As can be seen, for the majority of the participants, the difference between the total
number of lane changes in the simulation and the field was equal to or less than 3 lane changes. The exception however was
participant No. 1 and No. 4, where there was a significant difference between the number of lane changes they made between
the simulation and the field. The cause of such significant difference is unclear and cannot be easily explained. Several factors
may have differed in those instances such as traffic condition and the participant’s adaptability to the simulator.

5.3. Vehicle emissions and energy consumption

Since one of the applications of the integrated simulator was its use to evaluate eco-driving and green transportation
applications, it was deemed important to validate the energy consumption and emissions estimates computed based on
the participants’ driving trajectories in the simulator against their trajectories in the real-world. To do this, the energy con-
sumption and selected emissions (NOx and CO) for each participant during the 2.5 miles trip were calculated using the
MOVES model. This was done by providing the MOVES model with the second-by-second vehicle trajectory of the partici-
pant, whether driving in the simulator or in the real-world, and using the link schedule approach (described in Section 3.3)
to calculate the emissions or energy consumption. The results are shown on Fig. 7(a–c), where the dark bars represent the
energy or emissions estimates from the road test trajectories, and the light bars represent the corresponding estimates for
the simulator. The values shown are the averages for the four courses and for each driver. As can be seen, for the majority of
the drivers, their energy consumption and emissions estimates based on their driving trajectories in the simulator are quite
comparable to those based on the field trajectories. The only exceptions were drivers 4 and 6. Specifically, Driver 4’s road test
profile produced 25.9% and 35.9% more NOx and CO than those produced by the corresponding simulation profile, whereas
Driver 6’s field test generated a CO amount that was 37.4% less than the simulation test.

To better understand the nature of such difference, the study next looked at the second-by-second speed profiles for these
two drivers, which provided the basic input to the MOVES model. Fig. 8(a) and (b) gives the speed distributions of Driver 4 and
Driver 6, respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 8(a), for example, the distribution of the road test speed for Driver 4 weighted
more heavily on the high speed tail with a maximum speed at 50 mph, and with the most frequent speed being at 40 mph. This
is in contrast to the simulator trip speed distribution which had a maximum speed of only 40 mph (as opposed to 50 mph in the
field) and which peaked at 35 mph (as opposed to 40 mph in the field). In other words, a slightly more aggressive behavior was
observed in the field which explains the higher emissions and energy consumption rates. On the contrary, Driver 6 was ob-
served to be more conservative in the field test, which was confirmed by the emission results.
6. Conclusions and future work

6.1. Conclusions

This paper has summarized the researchers’ efforts in designing, implementing and validating an integrated traffic and
driving simulation framework, where the TS captures the microscopic traffic dynamics and the DS brings in the human
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inputs and converts them into vehicle dynamics. Following successful implementation, the integrated simulator was vali-
dated through a comparison study that compared various aspects of driver behavior in the simulator environment to their
behavior while driving in the real-world. The integrated TS–DS system was also paired to the MOVES emission model to eval-
uate its capability to capture driver behavior impact on fuel consumption and emissions. The major findings are summarized
as the following:

1. The proposed integrated traffic and driving simulator system was found to be capable of accomplishing the intended two
way communication between the traffic and the driving simulator. Specifically, the research succeeded in making the
subject vehicle in the TS mimic the behavior of the human subject in the DS. Moreover, the background traffic, which
the human subject interacted with in the DS, was made to be responsive to the actions of the human subject.

2. The methods used in this study to overcome the integration challenges (see Section 4.2) appear to have allowed for a
high-fidelity simulation environment that closely resembled reality and hence resulted in driving behavior close to that
observed in the field.

3. The travel time in the virtual environment was observed to be comparable to the field test, although the road test travel
time was slightly higher.

4. The acceleration profiles recorded in the simulation platform were almost identical to those from the road experiments. It
generally took between 12 and 18 s for the test participants in both the real and virtual world to reach a desirable cruise
speed, i.e. 35 mph. For deceleration, the profiles in the simulator were generally close to the field observed ones, although
it was noticeable that the test driver tended to take a slightly shorter time to come to a full stop in the simulator. This is
probably because of the limited look-ahead distance in the simulator platform.

5. In terms of the average acceleration and deceleration distances, the average distance was almost identical between the
field and simulation. This demonstrates that for congested conditions, the acceleration or deceleration distance are pri-
marily dependent upon traffic conditions and the congestion level and not upon the vehicle type.

6. In terms of lane changing behavior, the number of lane changes observed in the simulator was close to those recorded in
the real world, with the difference in most cases not exceeding three lane changes for a ten-mile trip (2.5 miles/course x 4
courses.

7. For the majority of the test drivers, their overall trip fuel consumption and NOx and CO emissions were consistent in the
virtual simulation environment versus real-world driving.

6.2. Future and ongoing work

The integration framework presented in this paper is certainly a work in progress. There are numerous potential avenues
for its extensibility and expansion, and these are summarized here.

6.2.1. Integration that includes network simulation
The proposed TS–DS integration has been the first step towards the development of a more complete integrated simula-

tion environment for transportation research. Already tested and refined is an integration that includes an additional link to
a Communications Networking Simulation (NS), which can simulate the delivery of warning messages among vehicles, and
between vehicles and the infrastructure, within a Connected Vehicle environment. While there have been numerous studies
that have attempted to develop integrated TS/NS simulators and a handful that attempted to integrate TS/DS as previously
described in Section 2.1, none has attempted to integrate all three types of simulators. Fig. 9 shows an overall architecture of
the authors’ 3-in-1 Integrated Traffic-Driving-Network Simulator (ITDNS) currently under development and enhancement
(Zhao et al., 2012, 2013).
Fig. 9. Integrated Traffic-Driving-Network Simulator (ITDNS).
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As previously alluded in Section 1, the integrated 3-in-1 simulator will provide a unique research, development, testing
and evaluation platform for CTS applications which have the potential to dramatically improve transportation safety, effi-
ciency, and energy consumption/vehicle emissions. Specifically, the inclusion of the human-in-the-loop within such a sim-
ulation environment, through the integration of the DS, will allow for studying the very important topic of human factors in
CV and CTS research.

6.2.2. Multi-participant networked vehicle simulation
When analyzing real-time driver decisions based upon the actions of others (e.g. a driver swerving into another lane), it is

useful to allow simulation participants to interact in real-time with other human participants located within the same sim-
ulation environment. To facilitate such research, we designed a multi-participant component in our integrated simulator
which allows multiple driving simulators to be connected across the network.

The design of our integrated simulator allows for the TS, DS and ISM to run on different physical machines, and thus mul-
tiple DSs can be added to the simulator. Logically, the system follows the server-client architecture: TS and ISM work to-
gether as the server, and each DS is a client. All simulation-relevant information to be exchanged between participants
(clients) is relayed through the ISM. A few modifications are currently under investigation to reduce communication over-
head. These include using UDP instead of TCP for high frequency communication on vehicle position and orientation, and
interpolation between each TS update to hide network latency.
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